Living Divani among the protagonists of Miami Art Week , together with its dealer Luminaire.
December 1st- December 4th, 2016
YoungArts Campus
2100 Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, FL 33137
Always at the forefront in the major international events dedicated to the art and design world Living
Divani, reference point in the design furniture scene due to the perfection, harmonious proportions, and
understated luxury style of its upholstered furniture participates together with Luminaire, historical dealer
of the brand in Florida, to the Miami Art week take takes place during the famous Art Basel Miami Beach
fair, unmissable event for international collectors.
From December 1st to December 4th, on the occasion of the exhibition "When We Were Young" dedicated
to the presentation of works of the National YoungArts Foundation' students, Living Divani that has made
of furniture its trademark, has been asked to furnish the lounge area of the famous YoungArts Campus, the
charitable organization founded in 1981 by Lin and Ted Arison in order to introduce young people to the
study of the visual and performing arts, literature and design.
Living Divani customizes the space intended to welcome the protagonists of the world of art that will
participate to this important event, by creating relaxing compositions with its proposals.
In the middle of the room stand out the sofas designed by Piero Lissoni: from the geometric lines of Extra
Wall, to the smooth and austere volumes of Lipp sofa which reinterprets the luxurious capitonnè style,
ending with the new Rod System characterized by slender back and light, airy shell, lined with inviting
cushions.
The rounded and welcoming shapes of the armchair Confident by Piero Lissoni have been chosen to
accompaign the sofas together with the low table Starsky by David Lopez Quincoces, featuring a delicate
decorative motif on its top realized by three different type of wood and the Plane low table by Massimo
Mariani, composed by two tempered glass.
Complete the space with its strong personality the Jelly tables by Piero Lissoni, surrounded by several
amrchairs also signed by the famous Italian designer and art director of the company: Maja D with its
simple and elegant lines, the stylish Mini Jelly and mini Cafè, with woven back. Welcomes visitors the Inari
console by mist-o, a valuable furniture-sculpture.
With this collaboration, Living Divani once again confirms its focus on the prominent cultural events and its
predisposition to contract projects, where – thank to the choice of finishes, the attention to details, the
study of the technological aspects and the functionality of project contents - its products are easily inserted
both in public spaces and private houses.
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